Pink Noise Recorder Quintet and
Baroque and Beyond present

The Recorder
An adventure in sound and time

Saturday 7 April 2018

Silk Mill
Merchants Barton
Saxonvale, Frome
BA11 1PT

All tickets available on the door and in advance from eventbrite
For more information visit www.rosafresca.co.uk/events/
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10:30-12:00

Recorder: the new frontier
Excited by modern recorder music, but unsure how to create all those
challenging sound effects? Let Pink Noise help: In this workshop we
will guide you through the basics of the more common extended
techniques (including flutter-tonguing, sputato, and glissando), and
get you working on a piece you can help us play in our lunchtime
concert (if you want to). Aimed at players of a reasonable standard, you
should be able to read music and count to time. Bring whatever sizes
of recorder you have available.

13:15-14:15

Thoroughly Modern
In this concert Pink Noise give a whistlestop tour of some of the gems
in the modern recorder repertoire. You will hear everything from jazz to
African-inspired rhythms, high energy takes on modern pop music to
sonorous renditions of Bruckner and Pärt. Participants in the morning
workshop will be invited to perform alongside Pink Noise, and there
will be an opportunity for kids (small and large!) to try out instruments
and ask questions after the performance.
Pink Noise RQ Workshop and Concert: each £5 (£3 under 12s)
Two Pink Noise events for £7.50 (£5 under 12s)
For more information: 07979 953530

19:30

Let us dance, let us sing
Toe-tapping instrumental dance suites meet stunning arias for soprano
voice and continuo. Ever the conjuror of birdsong and pastoral frolics,
Baroque and Beyond showcase the possibilities of the recorder in
chamber music of the eighteenth century: a fitting conclusion to a
day-long celebration of this humble yet evocative instrument.
Baroque and Beyond concert: £10 (£5 unwaged)
For more information: 07769 648888

